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A little heads up on the government working group recommendations. The ultimate symbolic purpose of the 
mask. The mask will be mandatory for all citizens who have not taken the vaccine. There will be stop and 
search on the streets by Covid Task Force. There will be sign in to events and public buildings. Certificates 
on devices must be shown. Those without devices must have a 'valid wearable technology' in public. 
Whether electronic wristband or similar. Tattoos are mooted for the vaccinated. These recommendations, if 
they can be slid through the cabinet, will be shared at the Health and Education Authority level, and passed 
through the Trusts to the local social services.  Schools will be tasked with a programme of, well... 
brainwashing, I'm afraid, so that children grow up with no different way of life other than 'The Covid'.

Those who refuse to wear the mask, or who try to claim health reasons, will be confined to their homes. 
Probably for the rest of their lives, if they don't volunteer for the suicide shot.

^43767 Not if the law has been amended to prevent it. It could be more than a fine or losing ones job. It 
could be classified as a 'risk to the public health' and carry a prison sentence. And we all know what that 
means.  Remember, the medical profession already have immunity from prosecution if people die in their 
"care". There will be concerted downward pressure to ensure compliance within the service, while the mob 
patrol the streets, looking for dissidents to report.

This has extraordinary parallels with the old middle eastern religions that controlled populations against 
diseases like leprosy, syphilis and plague with ritualistic laws. There was 'social (physical) distancing' from 
the leprous (four cubits by all accounts, which equtes to roughly 6ft or 2m).

Those sympathetic to that, will point out that they had 'found the right solutions' all those years ago, 
although the 'solution' has no grounding in practical medicine. It is a psychological operation against the 
people it seeks to subjugate.
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